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Talented and experienced professional with training in all areas of pastry and bread
production, as well as management. Innovative, organized, and flexible, with the
ability to to handle heavy volume production and detailed design projects. Possesses
improvisational skill with recipes and specialty dessert creation.

EXPERIENCE
Deli/Bakery Supervisor
Walmart - NOVEMBER 2013 – 2020
 Ensured KPI Requirements are met daily.
 Inspected processes and procedures to ensure production standards
are consistent.
 Completed required paperwork for each shift
 Completed the Mixing Process Summary Log 3 times a shift.
Summarizing the success and challenges as the shift progress.
 Assisted in setting up the line at the start of the shift due to a
changeover wash down and allergen cleaning.
 Met formula requirements for the customer specification
(measurement, total ingredients required, and temperatures).
 Made sure proper equipment is used at all times

Bakery Supervisor

Delta Corporation - 2012 – 2013












Include production for the bakery, cleaning the department, providing
excellent customer service, placing and putting orders away.
More responsibilities include supervising the workers in the
department, making the departments schedule, conducting inventory
every 28 days, .
Supervised, coordinated, and executed activities of up to 9
employees Successfully handled production to ensure an excellent
gross profit Ordered.
Maintained an attractive and productive bakery department for the
highest number of sales in the Southeast region for 6 months
straight.
Also handled baking, ordering, scheduling, and inventory.
Managed employee staffing, scheduling, &amp; inventory (Daily
reconciliation) Took orders and payments from patrons Ensured
cleanliness of the work area.
Staten Island, New York - 1998 to 2004 Rapidly advanced through a
series of increasingly responsible positions from bakery wrapper to
baker to bakery.
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EDUCATION


Certification in EMT Basic - 2005(Madison area technical college Madison, WI)

SKILLS
Management, Logistics, Food Safety, Maintenance.
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